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Who’s building what…and where? Is 
new construction financing available or 
are providers more likely to purchase 
existing communities/facili t ies 
outright? Or are they choosing to grow 
their businesses through small, lower-
cost expansion projects that take less 
time to complete and fill up? 

 Regardless of the strategy, 
providers today are approaching 
development with a new, action-
oriented perspective, They are 
intentionally planning to act—as 
opposed to planning to plan, according 
to Brian Schiff, Senior Vice President 
at Greystone in Irving, Texas. They’re 
saying: It’s time to move forward, it’s 
time to grow, it’s time for success.

 To achieve that success, Schiff 
recommends four basic steps:

 1. Establish alignment.  Get 
management and the board on the same 
page but also establish alignments with 
other major players—the consumer, 
including existing residents, and the 
capital markets. Any plans, initiatives, 
and objectives must be aligned with the 
capital markets.  

 2. Identify the art of the possible. 
Look at areas where you’re well-
positioned and that you can leverage, 
as well as new business opportunities 
where you can do well. 

 3. Prioritize resources. Based on 
criteria established up front, determine 

how to get the existing community(ies) 
functioning efficiently and then look 
at how to grow by serving more 
people, making the product more 
attractive, running higher occupancies, 
setting higher rates, or capturing more 
revenue by adjusting your business 
portfolio. Can you add memory 
support or catered living? Should 
you evaluate ancillary business lines 
such as home and community-based 
services, hospice, or PACE? Should 
you reposition existing assets to fit the 
demands of today’s marketplace? Can 
you serve new geographic markets? 

 4. Execute and adapt. Move 
forward. Growing a business requires 
working capital, skills, and a great 
deal of management time, so should 
you attack new markets alone or jump 
the learning curve and align with a 
partner that already has the necessary 
resources? Seek out professionals to 
help with this critical decision.

Thinking strategically
Aldersgate United Methodist 
Retirement Community, a faith-based 
CCRC in Charlotte, North Carolina, 
opened 65 years ago primarily to 
serve preachers and teachers. Over the 
years, various development projects 
took place—a nursing facility, a new 
building, an independent living tower, 
and, most recently, an expansion that 
included additional independent living, 
memory support, a community center, 
and cottage homes. But there was 
no impetus to be in a constant and 
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evolving planning and, most importantly, implementation 
mode, according to Suzanne Hodge Pugh, President. Board 
members and department heads were not inspired—or 
challenged—to think strategically.

 When Pugh moved into the leadership position at 
Aldersgate in 2011—having been the marketing director, 
health-care administrator, and COO during her 15 years 
with the organization—she found it “frightening” that 
strategic thinking had been in “stall” mode for more than 
a decade. A project would be planned, and then it would 
just sit.

 “Financially, we were also at a standstill,” she said. 
“We were operating at 100% efficiency and doing well; 
but even at optimal occupancy [98%] and pushing rates as 
far as the market would support them, our model was not 
truly sustainable or a viable plan given our ongoing capital 
maintenance requirements.” So the new senior leadership 
team immediately went into strategic planning mode. Pugh 
challenged them to think differently about how they plan, 
not just about what they were planning. 

 The team recognized that Aldersgate’s 230 acres of 
land—a greenbelt in the middle of an economically and 
socio-economically challenged area of Charlotte—was the 
organization’s greatest asset. Less than half of the land was 
developed, and they needed to utilize that asset wisely.

 Planning meetings included 20 to 75 attendees—as 
many as five consultants, several residents, board members, 
and a lot of staff—who were asked to “open their minds 
to the possible.” Having  the financial person, contractor, 
designer, developer, board members, residents, family 
members, staff, and leadership all involved from the start 
minimized surprises and achieved buy-in at all levels. 
“That integration helped move us along in a much quicker 
fashion,” Pugh said. “We determined that strategic change 
was necessary for our future success—not just project-
based or tactical thinking but truly strategic thinking about 
how to maximize our revenue through our existing product 
and by diversifying in other ways.”  

Considering the alternatives
The Aldersgate team examined four “alternative  
futures”:

1. Do nothing. Simply maintain the existing quality of 
the campus; but that would likely result in a financial 
model with continually diminishing returns and, 
therefore, be unsustainable.
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2. Develop the CCRC on its own. Expanding present 
services would respond to the local CCRC market, but 
the ability to fulfill the mission would be limited to the 
small percentage of seniors choosing the CCRC model.

3. Develop the existing campus AND the land with 
partners. Strengthening the CCRC and, under a new 
business plan, aligning with partners to build and 
improve the surrounding community would be market-
supportable and achievable.

4. Sell the property and develop anew. Given the historic 
nature of the site and the organization, the tenured 
employees and board, and the dollar-a-year leases to 
neighboring groups and community centers, would it 
be in Aldersgate’s best interest to pick up and move?

 “We committed to staying and to following three 
paths,” said Pugh. “First, we would become the best we 
could be as we were. Second, using an outside consultant, 
we would take a frank and honest look at ourselves 
in order to build board and resident confidence and 
position ourselves to move forward. And third, we would  
become a catalyst for re-energizing the surrounding 
community.”

 Alderstage then began affiliation and partnership 
discussions with a hospice provider, a nearby PACE 
facility, a Hispanic coalition, a history museum, the local 
board of education, and others. And those partnership 
opportunities allowed Aldersgate to rebrand itself as a 
true community partner. “Building community involves 
community building,” Pugh pointed out. “The city is happy 
with us, the community is happy with us, and this journey 
has pushed us to review our governance and our capital 
structure in order to create flexibility.”
 
 As a result, Aldersgate will not only survive but will 
enjoy a viable, long-term future as a CCRC and as a brand 
while protecting and enhancing its greatest asset—its land. 

An environment for growth
Aldersgate’s overall experience is representative of how 
many organizations have stepped back over the last several 
years and considered how their specific initiatives and 

When we look at the sheer numbers ahead of us, our 
challenge as an industry is how to handle the volume 
of this silver tsunami—particularly lower-income 
seniors. That number is only going to grow. 

—Suzanne Hodge Pugh
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vision align with their mission—and even whether that 
mission and vision is still appropriate, according to Mark 
Streicher, Principal with Sawgrass Partners in Glenview, 
Illinois. “They’re taking things a bit more holistically,” he 
said, “and bringing the constituencies together, which is 
so important for buy-in success.”

 As a planning and development advisor, Streicher is 
encouraged by today’s growth environment—which is a lot 
brighter now than a few years ago. The real estate market is 
starting to come back, and capital has become available—
even for greenfield startups—at a greatly reduced cost. 
“Contractors are still pretty hungry,” he said. “Construction 
costs are increasing but at a manageable rate. There’s a lot 
of very positive news.” 

 • Independent living and CCRC providers in proven 
markets are expanding, repositioning, or renovating.
Projects are smaller in order to manage fill-up and pre-sale 
risk; they also tend to leverage off existing market presence 
and existing success to create economies of scale. The 
last few years emphasized the relationship between home 
values and entrance fees, so new projects must appeal to a 
broad base of the local market and be priced appropriately.

 • Assisted living/memory care, as a needs-based 
market, came through the economic turmoil somewhat 
better than the lifestyle-based independent living sector. 
Adding dedicated memory-care facilities and programming 
is a focus of much of the expansion activity. And there’s 
segmentation even within memory support—early/mid-
stage care provided in an assisted living setting versus later 
stage care provided in a licensed, skilled nursing setting.

 • Skilled nursing is a bifurcated market. Providers are 
renovating to improve therapy space and create private 
rooms—and, in some cases, separate wings—for short-stay 
Medicare admissions. Those more focused on long-term 
skilled nursing are moving away from the institutional 
model by creating household, resident-centered spaces. 
And as organizations and communities try to keep people 
within their existing environment or level of care for as 
long as possible, much of the intermediate, non-skilled 
level of nursing care has been replaced by assisted living. 

 • Rehab providers are looking to create hospital 
referrals by participating in full ACO relationships or 
aligning with physician groups in order to create centers 
of excellence in particular specialties.

 • Besides the bricks and sticks activity, providers are 

considering ways to serve their markets without making 
huge capital investments. Leveraging their reputation, 
they’re expanding into adult day care, physician clinics that 
focus on dementia patients, home and community-based 
services, and hospice services. “While the CCRCs Without 
Walls concept is still in its infancy, it will be interesting to 
see how that develops over time,” Streicher noted.

Expand, build or buy? 
Each growth strategy has its pros and cons, depending on 
the particular circumstance of the organization involved. 
Expansions can be very manageable in terms of the 
project size and cost and—by leveraging the project off 
a provider’s strong reputation, strong occupancy, strong 
market demand, and successful operations—can be 
quite successful. Typically, with fiscal or management 
infrastructure costs already in place, expansion projects 
can be very quickly completed, brought to market, and 
gotten up and running.  

 On the build side, whether the provider is looking 
to build a replacement facility or a new facility at a new 
location, evidence of demand is key. The product and 
pricing must be geared toward the specific market. The 
provider must be prudent in terms of development size, 
reserves, and time frame. For a while, greenfields were 
unrealistic, but Streicher sees that area coming back as 
financing becomes more available.

 Buying or affiliating activity has definitely been 
on the upswing. Some deals have involved troubled 
properties—a workout, a restructuring, or new buyers. 
Other organizations that are not necessarily troubled 
are affiliating just to survive. Still others are looking 
for economies of scale. In all cases, the compatibility of 
culture, geography, operations, and governance are all key. 
“Due diligence—knowing what and why you’re buying 
and not overpaying or overcommitting—is very, very 
important,” Streicher stressed.  

 For not-for-profit organizations in particular, mission 
and visioning compatibility has a great deal to do with 
any decision regarding whether to partner or affiliate. In 
addition, compatible service lines, location considerations, 
the constituencies served, the expected financial results, 
the timeline, and the availability of in-house expertise (or 
lack thereof) are all crucial to a successful affiliation.

 Clearly, the question of whether to develop a project 
on your own, merge with another facility, or purchase or 
affiliate in some fashion is best answered through strategic 
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Future growth opportunities are strong. Certainly 
over the last few years, development has slowed, 
but that has given a lot of projects time to absorb 
into the market. And providers are moving forward 
more prudently. Therefore, and because the senior 
population is increasing, the opportunities to meet 
ongoing market demand are there.

—Mark Streicher

planning—by reviewing the impact on the organization’s 
goals and the available resources. Those who create 
a strategy with key goals and criteria for what they’ll 
consider—and not consider—are more successful and use 
their time more efficiently than if they simply responded 
to any and all opportunities, according to Streicher.    

 So development opportunities will vary, but a 
prudent approach always reflects current and expected 
market realities and to what extent further development 
opportunities exist. Overall, new projects will be smaller, 
entrance and monthly fees will be consistent with local 
home values and other economic conditions, fill periods 
will be longer, and larger reserves and more equity 
may be required to meet future challenges and ensure 
success. Anticipating and incorporating these changing 
requirements and the financial resources of the next 
generations of consumers will be continuing challenges, 
particularly when financing projects with long-term debt. 

 “And those challenges will move at a faster pace,” 
Streicher predicted. The uncertainties of economic 
stability, government regulation and reimbursement, 
and advances in technology and medicine will change 
customer expectations, the businesses themselves, and 

the way services are delivered…so design flexibility and 
programming choices will be key.     

Changing market, changing design 
A strategic plan is as much about the design process as 
it is about the final product. For Perkins Eastman, the 
San Francisco-based design firm, that process involves 
integrating the functions of design, economics, and 
assessment to develop the strategy—or IDEAS. 

 The planning exercise should start by analyzing all 
the opportunities and issues, so that the provider knows 
what to address, according to Leslie Moldow, Managing 
Principal. That may lead to design improvements such 
as reorienting an entry, creating inviting reception areas 
and better marketing offices, expanding dining options, 
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upgrading common areas, adding a theater or multipurpose 
room(s), realigning the unit mix, or creating new outdoor 
common spaces and exercise areas.

 “Re-imaging” is the lowest-cost approach to improving 
an existing community. A modest investment in, say, a 
selection of new chairs, a bit of carpet, better lighting, or 
different colors can achieve a hospitality approach that 
reflects today’s sensibilities. Focusing a small interjection 

of capital on a strategic location can create lounges, dining 
rooms, multipurpose rooms, patios, and other spaces that 
provide an improved environment for residents. And 
picking those strategic locations properly can energize the 
whole campus and, from a marketing point of view, give 
prospective residents a sense of where the community is 
headed. “That leads to extra payback and improved market 
share,” Moldow said.

 Repositioning a community requires more time, 
although changes that focus on unit reconfiguration—
combining two very small studio units into a slightly 
larger studio or one-bedroom unit—will better align with 
market expectations. “Prior to 2008, there was an appetite 
for bigger is better,” Moldow recalled. “Along with the 
economic downturn came the sobering reality that people’s 
retirement dollars may not stretch as far. So, depending on 
the market, we’re scaling back on the largest of the large.” 

 Adding memory support by repositioning an existing 
building or wing that is remote or separated in some way 
from the more active parts of the community can also 
provide an excellent return on investment, as there’s an 
increasing demand for needs-driven services. 
 
The financial markets—good news
The availability of capital for senior living projects has been 
steadily improving since the low period following the 2008 
downturn. “Generally speaking, the sector fundamentals 
show signs of strength and, in many instances, indicate 
that the trough (occupancy, etc) is behind us,” noted 
Nick Gesue, Chief Credit Officer for Lancaster Pollard 
in Columbus, Ohio. “We’re seeing quarter-over-quarter 
rent growth for rental model properties and campuses. 
Concessions granted to encourage move-ins are dissipating, 
and occupancy continues to tick up from low points in 
2008 and 2009.” 

 That performance, especially relative to other real 
estate asset classes, has enticed new and additional capital 
to the sector. Banks have cash to lend and are playing a 
big part in financing new development, acquisitions, and 
repositionings.

 The tax-exempt bond markets are improving, as well. 
Over the last four or five years, accessing those markets 
was extremely unattractive relative to other options. Over 
the last 12 to 18 months, however, inflows of capital into 
municipal funds have incentivized investment in tax-
exempt bonds, and credit spreads (the additional interest 
rate paid for the riskiness of a property) between BBB-rated 

 Learnings...

1. Consider limited interventions. If you have a limited 
budget or a long wait period prior to a larger renovation 
or repositioning, limited interventions—new paint, 
carpet, a couple of chairs—show people that change is 
on its way. 

2. Identify revenue-generating opportunities. Create 
spaces that can generate funds for future renovations 
or for additional common areas that will enhance the 
overall community.

3. Determine what your market wants. Each market 
will have different expectations, so avoid cookie-cutter 
types of projects. 

4. Pay attention to regulations. Generally, regulations 
are becoming more restrictive than ever. Working 
through them, even on an existing campus, takes 
teamwork and creativity.
 
5. Consider phasing. A project on an existing site will 
impact current residents and overall operations. As 
a design criteria, think very carefully about how to 
approach and solve that sitution.  

6. Think incrementally. In the new economic reality, 
projects will be smaller to reflect both access to capital 
and absorption into the market. Include options for 
Phase II (and even III and IV) units/facilities to be built 
in the future. 

7. Consider partnerships and location synergy. Thinking 
outside the box will open up opportunities for various 
kinds of interesting projects. A CCRC/retail partnership, 
for example, may attract prospects interested in 
integrating with the greater community. 

—Leslie Moldow
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financing, however, is the relative size of a transaction. 
It is largely used for placements of $40 million or less, 
although putting together bank syndicates is possible for 
larger transactions.”

 The experience and track record of the borrower-
sponsor entity and the project being undertaken are 
important considerations for securing financing of any kind. 
Gesue indicated that new entrants to the market and those 
without a significant amount of demonstrated experience 
will have a tough time accessing financing without a lot 

health care (which includes senior living) and higher rated 
municipal credits are more in line with historical levels. 
That has led to more available tax-exempt capital at lower 
interest rates, especially for investment-grade borrowers 
rated A or better. For borrowers that aren’t able to secure 
that rating, tax-exempt financing becomes a case-by-case, 
project-by-project, sponsor-by-sponsor assessment.  

 And agency sources—FHA, Fannie Mae, Freddie 
Mac—have remained very active throughout this economic 
cycle. Although the process is time-consuming, agency 
sources offer an attractive alternative—with very attractive 
terms—for the licensed components within senior living.

Key considerations and headwinds
So with a lot of capital available in today’s market, bank 
financing definitely bears consideration, according to 
Gesue. Private placements of tax-exempt bonds with a 
bank or utilizing the bank’s creditworthiness to enhance 
the bonds through letter-of-credit structures are options for 
organizations without a high credit rating. 

 “Bank private placement volume has been very high 
and the preferable option to letters of credit,” said Gesue. 
“The biggest limitation or caveat to accessing bank 

A New Paradigm: Bonus30

Bonus30, a San Francisco initiative that references the 
additional 30 years of life that future seniors will have 
to enjoy their retirement, is exploring new types of 
age-friendly service and architectural models—such as 
partnering with retail providers and affordable housing 
providers to create options that will allow seniors to live 
in a vibrant community that’s walkable, that has public 
transportation, and that’s near parks, the senior center, 
town offices, the public library, shopping, entertainment, 
and other community services. 
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of available capital support for working-capital, hard-cost, 
equity, and investment purposes. 

 The economic recession strained a lot of organizations 
that were opening up properties before, during and shortly 
after it began. “Today, both for new projects and for 
expansions or additions with a lease-up component, we’re 
seeing a strong focus on the financial projections (both 
stabilized performance and lease-up projections),” Gesue 
said. “That’s leading to greater scrutiny of the working-
capital component, the operating losses sustained before 
stabilization, the funding of debt-service reserves until 
certain benchmarks are being hit, and/or guarantees or 
letters of credit for certain periods of the development until 
thresholds are met.” 

 So depending on the nature of the project, borrowers 
should be cognizant of all those elements of close scrutiny 
as they’re looking at financing sources and the amount of 
available capital required to undertake projects.

 Given those financial market realities, then, expansion 
and renovation projects are still being financed more easily 
than new development projects, which remain challenging 
given the headwinds of continuing economic uncertainty 
and residential real estate concerns of elderly homeowners 
in many locations around the country. Lenders can more 
easily visualize what the expansion or repositioning of an 
existing property will look like as compared to a greenfield 
development. Also, an entity that’s already in operation can 
demonstrate its positive cash flow and credit basis. 

 That said, greenfield new development is being 
undertaken—and financed—on an individual level-of-
care or asset basis; however, developers are focusing on 
appropriately sizing the project to the economic realities 
of the market in which it’s being built. But again, the rent 
growth, the occupancy uptick, and the availability of equity 
capital and debt capital are certainly allowing greenfield 
new development to take place, according to Gesue.  

 “Our clients are being very thoughtful about how 
to leverage their assets,” he said. “They’re looking at 
their opportunities in every way—whether that means 
repositioning, acquiring, or expanding—and exhausting 
those before moving on to new development. But 
clearly, we’re helping to provide capital to organizations 
undertaking greenfield development. And we’re  
probably in the best position to undertake any of these 
types of senior living projects than we’ve been in the last 
five years.”


